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Abstract
We present a new mathematical theory explaning the mircale of flight
which is fundamentally different from the existing theory by Kutta-ZhukovskyPrandtl formed 100 year ago. The new theory is based a new resolution of
d’Alembert’s paradox showing that slightly viscous bluff body flow can be
viewed as zero-drag/lift potential flow modified by a specific separation instability into turbulent flow witn nonzero drag/lift. For a wing the separation
mechanism maintains the large lift of potential flow generated at the leading edge at the price of small drag, resulting in a lift to drag quotient in the
range 10 − 70 which allows flight at affordable power. The new mathematical theory is supported by computed turbulent solutions of the Navier-Stokes
equations with small friction boundary conditions in close accordance with
observations.
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Why is it Possible to Fly?

What keeps a bird or airplane in the air? How can the flow of air around a wing
generate large lift L (balancing gravitation) at small drag D (requiring forward
L
thrust) with a lift to drag ratio also referred to as finesse D
ranging from 10 for
short wings to 70 for the long thin wings of extreme gliders, which allows flying
at affordable power for both birds and airplanes?
L
= 50 can glide 50 meters upon losing 1 meter
An albatross with finesse D
L
in altitude. A 525 ton Airbus 380 with D
= 15 is carried by a thrust of 35 tons,
1
corresponding to 4 of maximal thrust with 34 required for accelleration at takeoff. The dream of human-powered flight came true in 1977 on 60 m2 wings of
the Gossamer Albatross generating a lift of 100 kp at a thrust of 5 kp (thus with
L
= 20) at a speed of 5 m/s supplied by a 0.3 hp human powered pedal propeller.
D
1

The fundamental question of flight concerns subsonic flight with the flow of
L
air being nearly incompressible. Experience shows that subsonic flight with D
>
10 is possible if the Reynolds number is larger than about 5 × 105 [32], which
includes larger birds, propeller airplanes and jetliners at takeoff and landing, but
not small birds and insects because the Reynolds number is too small and not
cruising jetliners in transonic flight or supersonic flight.
Experience shows that L increases quadratically with the speed and linearly
with the angle of attack, that is the tilting of the wing from the direction of flight,
until stall at about 15 degrees, when D abruptly increases and L/D drops below
5 making sustained flight impractical.
L
Is there a theory of subsonic flight explaining why D
of a standard wing can
be as large as 20 until stall at 15 degrees? What is the dependence of lift and drag
on wing form, wing area, angle of attack and speed? Can engineers compute the
distribution of forces on an Airbus 380 during take-off and landing using mathematics and computers, or is model testing in wind tunnels the only way to figure
out if a new design will work?
Subsonic flight is accurately modeled by the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations. The above questions can directly be translated into questions about solutions of the incompressible Navier-Stoke equations. But for the large Reynolds
numbers of flight, solutions are turbulent and defy analytical expression. To understand flight thus requires understanding relevant aspects of turbulent solutions
of Navier-Stokes equations. Let’s see what books, media and authorities offer us.
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Classical Text-Book Theory of Flight

The current mathematical theory of subsonic flight presented in standard text
books [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46] was developed by KuttaZhukovsky-Prandtl in the beginning of the last century after powered flight was
shown to be possible by the Wright brothers in 1903. In short, Kutta-Zhukovsky
formed a theory for lift without drag and Prandtl a theory for drag without lift, but
a full theory has been missing through the development of aviation into our days,
as illustrated by the 2003 New York Times headline What Does Keep Them Up
There? [4]:
• To those who fear flying, it is probably disconcerting that physicists and
aeronautical engineers still passionately debate the fundamental issue underlying this endeavor: what keeps planes in the air?
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NASA Glenn Research Center confirms on its web site by dimissing all popular
science theories for lift, including your favorite one, as being incorrect, but refrains from presenting any theory claimed to be correct and ending with: To truly
understand the details of the generation of lift, one has to have a good working
knowledge of the Euler Equations.
Is it possible that NASA cannot explain what keeps planes in the air? Yes,
it is possible: birds fly without explaining anything. The state-of-the-art theory

Figure 1: Tautological explanation of the flight of Wright brothersThe Flyer by
NASA:: There is upward lift on the wing from the air as a reaction to a downward
push on the air from the wing.
of flight can be summarized as either (i) correct and trivial, or (ii) nontrivial and
incorrect because essential turbulent effects are missing:
• Downwash generates lift: trivial without explanation of reason for downwash from suction on upper wing surface.
• Low pressure on upper surface: trivial without explanation why.
• Low pressure on curved upper surface because of higher velocity (by Bernouilli’s
law), because of longer distance: incorrect.
• Coanda effect: The flow sticks to the upper surface by viscosity: incorrect.
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• Kutta-Zhukovsky: Lift comes from circulation: incorrect.
• Prandtl: Drag comes mainly from viscous boundary layer: incorrect.
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New Flight Theory: Turbulent Navier-Stokes

In this article we present a new mathematical theory of both lift and drag in subsonic flight at large Reynolds number, which is fundamentally different from the
classical theory of Kutta-Zhukovsky-Prandtl. The new theory is based on a new
resolution[17] of d’Alembert’s paradox showing that large Reynolds number incompressible bluff body flow can be viewed as zero-drag/lift potential flow modified by a specific separation instability referred to as slip-separation [19] into
turbulent flow witn nonzero drag/lift.
The resolution of d’Alembert’s paradox opens to understanding the generation of both lift and drag of a wing from an analysis of potential flow and slipseparation as the determining factor of turbulent flow.
Our analysis shows that lift does not originate from circulation, in contradiction to Kutta-Zhukovsky, and that drag does not originate from a boundary layer,
in contradiction to Prandtl. Our analysis shows that flight can be understood because the relevant aspect of turbulence of slip-separation can be described in analytical mathematical terms.
The new theory of flight is the result of a new capability of computing turbulent solutions of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations at affordable cost
for large Reynolds number using slip or small friction force boundary condition
documented in detail in [18, 48, 48] allowing in particular accurate computation
of lift and drag of arbitrary bodies. This is a new capability to be compared with
state-of-the-art restricted by Prandtl’s dictate to use no-slip velocity boundary conditions generating thin boundary layers requiring impossible quadrillions of mesh
points [25] to resolve.
The slip boundary condition thus is crucial: It is good model of physics for
large Reynolds number, makes computational simulation possible, and opens to a
mathematical theory of flight because it builds on potential flow and slip-separation
which are open to mathematical analysis.
The new theory, first presented in [15, 18] with preliminary computational
results, is supported by computed turbulent solutions with lift and drag in close
correspondence to experimental observation over the whole range of angles of
attack including stall as shown in Fig. 3 with details in [22].
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Figure 2: Lift and drag coefficients CL and CD of a long NACA012 wing for
different angles of attack: The blue curve shows computed coefficients by solving
the Navier-Stokes equations by Unicorn [?] compared to different wind tunnel
experiments by Gregory/O’Reilly and Ladson.
In this article we focus on a description of the basic features of the aerodynamics of a wing revealed by computation, referring to our cited work for details
of the computations. In short, we use a stabilized finite element method with automatic turbulence model and automatic duality-based error control guaranteeing
correct lift and drag up to tolerances of a few percent.
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Mathematical Theory of Flight

The miracle of flight can be explained qualitatively by the following mathematical properties of large Reynolds number incompressible flow around a wing as
illustrated in Fig. 3:
• Potential flow can only separate at stagnation to zero flow velocity [19].
• Non-separation of potential flow before the trailing edge creates substantial
lift from suction on the upper surface of wing.
• Slip-separation at the trailing edge creates downwash and maintains lift in
contrast to potential flow separation without downwash destroying lift.
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• Slip-separation switches the zones of high and low pressure at the trailing
edge of potential flow and thus creates lift at the price of small drag.
Slip-separation, analyzed in detail in [19], results form a basic instability mechanism generating counter-rotating low-pressure rolls of streamwise vorticity inititated as surface vorticity resulting from meeting opposing flows as shown in Fig.
4 and 5.

Figure 3: Correct explanation of lift by perturbation of potential flow (left) at
separation from physical low-pressure turbulent counter-rotating rolls (middle)
changing the pressure and velocity at the trailing edge into a flow with downwash
and lift (right).

Figure 4: Turbulent separation by surface vorticity forming counter-rotating lowpressure rolls in flow around a circular cylinder, illustrating separation at the trailing edge of a wing [?].
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Miracle of Flight in Computation

The qualitative mathematical explanation of the miracle of flight is confirmed by
computational solution of the Navier-Stokes equations with slip boundary conditions for a NACA0012, which offers quantitative information on lift and drag
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Figure 5: Trailing edge low-pressure slip-separation at α = 5.
with total forces displayed in Fig. 3 and force distributions in Fig. 9, both in close
agreement with measurement with L/D ≈ 30−50 until beginning stall at α = 14.
We summarize the findings from the computational results displayed in Fig. 6-12
with details in [22], as follows :

Phase 1: 0 ≤ α ≤ 8
At zero angle of attack with zero lift there is high pressure at the leading edge and
equal low pressures on the upper and lower crests of the wing because the flow is
essentially potential and thus satisfies Bernouilli’s law of high/low pressure where
velocity is low/high. The drag is about 0.01 and results from slip-separation with
low-pressure streamwise vorticity attaching to the trailing edge as shown above.
As α increases the low pressure below gets depleted as the incoming flow becomes
parallel to the lower surface at the trailing edge for α = 6, while the low pressure
above intenisfies and moves towards the leading edge. The streamwise vortices
of the slip-separation at the trailing edge essentially stay constant in strength but
gradually shift attachement towards the upper surface. The high pressure at the
leading edge moves somewhat down, but contributes little to lift. Drag increases
only slowly because of negative drag at the leading edge (leading edge suction).

Phase 2: 8 ≤ α ≤ 14
The low pressure on top of the leading edge intensifies as the normal pressure
gradient preventing separation increases, thus creating lift peaking on top of the
leading edge. The high pressure at the leading edge moves further down and
the pressure below increases slowly, contributing to the main lift coming from
suction above. The net drag from the upper surface is close to zero because of the
negative drag at the leading edge, known as leading edge suction, while the drag
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from the lower surface increases (linearly) with the angle of the incoming flow,
with somewhat increased but still small drag slope. This explains why the line to
a flying kite can be almost vertical even in strong wind.

Phase 3: 14 ≤ α ≤ 16
Beginning stall with constant lift and quickly increasing drag.

Figure 6: G2 computation of velocity magnitude (upper), pressure (middle), and
non-transversal vorticity (lower), for angles of attack 2, 4, and 8◦ (from left to
right). Notice in particular the rolls of streamwise vorticity at separation.
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Figure 7: G2 computation of velocity magnitude (upper), pressure (middle), and
topview of non-transversal vorticity (lower), for angles of attack 10, 14, and 18◦
(from left to right). Notice in particular the rolls of streamwise vorticity at separation.
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Figure 8: G2 computation of velocity magnitude (upper), pressure (middle), and
non-transversal vorticity (lower), for angles of attack 20, 22, and 24◦ (from left to
right).
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Figure 9: G2 computation of normalized lift (upper) and drag (lower) force distribution acting along the lower and upper parts of the wing, for angles of attack
0, 2 ,4 ,10 and 18◦ , each curve translated 0.2 to the right and 1.0 up, with the zero
force level indicated for each curve.
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Figure 10: Automatically adapted meshes for aoa = 10 and aoa = 14.
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Figure 11: Velocity magnitude on the airfoil surface for α = 10 (top), 14 (center) and 17 (bottom) showing that separation pattern moves up the airfoil with
increasing α towards stall.
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Figure 12: Velocity magnitude around the airfoil for α = 10 (top), 14 (center) and
17 (bottom).
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